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ORIGIN OF THE HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSLATIONAL 
BANDS OF ICE 1* 

By D. D. KLUG and E. WHALLEY 

(Division of Chemistry, National Research Council , Ottawa, Ontario K,A oRg, Canada) 

ABSTRACT. The trans lational vibrat ions of hypothetical o rdered forms of ice l c and ice Ih have been 
predicted a nd correlated with the known spectra of the actua l disordered phases. The TO- LO splittings 
h ave been predicted by asmming that the cha nges of m ean refractive indexes across the translationa l band 
is th e same in a ll phases, and eq ua l to the known change for ice ) h. Both orde red phases are predic ted to 
h ave LO componen ts a t c. 275 a nd c. 3 10 cm- I. These predicted bands a re assumed to be related to the 
b a nds at the same frequencies in the di sordered phases. These bands a re therefore LO components corres
ponding to the TO trans la tional vibra tions. 

R ESUME. Origine des balldes hautefriqllence con-espolldant aux modes de translation dans la. glace 1". Les vibrations 
d e tran ilation d es fo rmes ordonnees h yp othetiques de g lace l e et lh ont ete calculees et correlees avec les 
spectres connus d es p hases desordonnees exista nt habituell em ent. Le c1 ivage TO- LO a ete prevu e n suppo
sant que la vari a tion d e I'i ndice de refrac tion de part et d 'autre de la bande d e transla tion es t la m e m e dans 
toures les phases e t identi que it celle connue dans le cas d e la glace Ih. L es d eux phases ordonnees sont 
presumeei avoir des compoSlntes LO a 275 et ~ IO cm- I. Nous avons admis que ces ba ndes sont reli ees aux 
bandes observees a ux memes freq uen ces clans les phases ordonnees. E ll es sont done des composantes LO 
correspondant a ux vibrat ions de translation TO. 

Zu AMMENFASSUNG. Herkunft der hoclifrequentell Tronslationsschwillgllngsbolldell von Eis 111 . Die Transla tions
sch wingungen hypothetischer geordneter FOt'men von Eis l e und Eis Ih werclen vorhergesagt und zu den 
beka nnten Spektren d er tatsach liche n ungeordneten Phasen in Beziehung gesetzt. Mit der Annahme, dass 
c1ie Anderungen c1 es mittleren Brechungsindexes uber di e T ra nslat ionsschwingungsbande in a lien Phasen 
dieselbe und g leich d er bekann ten Anderung in E is Ih ist , werden die TO- LO-Aufspaltungen abgeleitet. 
Fur beide geord nete Phasen werden LO-Anteile bei e twa 275 cm- I und 3 10 cm- I vorausgesagt. Diese 
vorhergesag ten Ba nd en sind vermulli ch mit denen del' ungeordneten Phasen im g leichen Freque nzbere ich 
ve rknLipfl. Sie ste llcn c1 a her LO-Ante ile dar, die den TO-Tra nsla tionsschwingungen cntsprcchen. 

,. I NTROD UCTION 

The infrared and Raman spec tra of highly disorde red solids a re frequently discussed using 
the spectrum of a related crystalline phase, and treating the disorder as a perturbation. Fre
quentl y several crystalline phases can be used a nd the different phases may shed lig ht on 
different aspects of the spectra. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the spectrum of the 
translational vibrations of ice from a point of view different from that originally (Bertie and 
Wha lley, ' g67) adopted. T he discussion indicates the origin of major features that have not 
previously been understood. A simila r point of view has recently (Wh a lley, ' 977) been used 
to discuss the O- H stretching vibra tions of ice. 

The trans lationa l vibra tions of the molecules in ice occupy the range 0- 3 ,8 cm- I and their 
infrared a nd Raman spectra are plotted in Figure , (Bertie and Whalley, Ig67 ; Wong and 
Whall ey, ' 976[a] ) . Up to about 245 cm- I, the vibrations are understood in some detail 
by relating them to the vibrations expected for the hypothetica l structul-e that has the diffrac
tion symmetry of ice, namely P6J /mmc for ice rh and Fd3m for ice le. In these structures the 
hydrogen ato ms are at the centers of the 0 - 0 bonds. None of the vibrations is infrared 
active, and on ly one in ice l e and two in ice Ih are R aman active. When the structures are 
perturbed to form the actual disordered crystals by moving the hydrogen atoms off the bond 
cente rs in accordance with the ice rules, a ll the vibrations become both infrared and R aman 
active, a nd the vibrations below about 245 cm-I can be understood as the vibrations of the 
P6 J /mmc and Fd3m crystals made active by the disorder , but not otherwise greatly perturbed. 

There is however both infrared absorption and R aman scattering up to c. 318 cm- I, a nd 
the corresponding vibrations have a lso been detected by inelastic neutro n scattering (R enker, 
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Fig. I. Infrared (upper frame ) and Raman (lower f rame ) spectrum of tlte translational vibrations of ice lit . 

1973). The origin of these high-frequency vibrations has been discussed several times. It was 
originally suggested (Bertie and Whalley, 1967) that they could be explained only if long
range forces, of unspecified but presumably electrostatic origin, were introduced . 

Several more or less detailed explanations have since been proposed, but none withstands 
a detailed examination. Faure and Kahane ([CI971] ) and Faure and Chosson ([CI971] ) have 
discussed a model of ice Ih in which all the O - H bonds parallel to the c-axis have the same 
orientation, but the hydrogen atoms in the O-H bonds that are inclined to the c-axis are 
disordered and conform to the ice rules. They have now replaced it with a model in which 
alternate molecules carry equal but opposite permanent charges (Faure and Chosson, 1978). 
It has also been tentatively suggested that the 0 --0 bonds parallel to the c-axis are much 
stiffer than the others (Renker, 1973). This suggestion can also be dismissed, as supporting 
evidence is lacking. 

Prask and others (1972) and Bosi and others (1973) have attempted to explain the vibra
tions up to c. 318 cm- I by valence force fields without taking account of the long-range 
electrical forces . However, both are inconsistent with other data; Bosi and others' force field 
predicts a compressibility about 0.4 of the actual value (unpublished calculations by the 
present authors) and Prask and others' force field includes hydrogen-hydrogen repulsions at 
distances at which hydrogen atoms normally attract one another (Wu and others, 1971), and 
bending force constants which yield transverse acoustic boundary frequencies 20 % higher 
than measured. 
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T he Lydda ne- Sachs- T eller r ela tion, which was originally proved for harmonic oscillators 
ofa cubic crysta l (Lyddane and others, 1941 ) can be generalized to damped oscillators, and is 
then independent of the degree of order of the systems and is valid for disordered solids, 
liquids, and gases (Barker, 1975) . An opinion to the contrary (W ong and Whalley, I976[a) 
is therefore invalid, and is withdrawn. It follows that the strong infrared vibra tions a t 
229 cm- I have corresponding longitudinal vibra tions. The approximate validity of the 
Lyddane- Sachs- Teller rela tion , 

V(LO) no 
V(TO ) = noo 

where V(LO) a nd V(TO) are the longitudinal a nd transverse optic frequencies and no and noo 
the limiting low- a nd high-frequency refractive indices of the tra nslational ba nd (Wong and 
Whalley, I976[ a] ), is therefore not surprising, a nd strongly suggests tha t the a bsorption 
up to c. 318 cm - I is due to LO vibrations. T he existence of LO vibrations in disordered 
solids and liquids is well esta blished empirically. It has been observed in liquid carbon tetra
fluoride (Fournier and others, 1968; Gilber t a nd Drifford , 1977), silicon te trafluoride 
(Bessette and o thers, 1970; Gilbert and Drifford , 1977), some m olten salts (Devlin a nd others, 
1970), vitreous silica and germania (Galeener a nd Lucovsky, 1976), and the O - H stretching 
vibra tions of ice (Whalley, 1977) . 

This interpreta tion is purely phenomenological, and is independent of the origin of the 
229 cm- I band . It would be worth while to h ave a more deta iled molecula r interpreta tion, 
a nd the purpose of this pa per is to provide one. The approach adopted is to discuss the LO 
and T O spectra expected for a rela ted ordered crystal, and to discuss how these spectra are 
rela ted to the spectrum of real ice. 

In an earlier discussion (Bertie and Wha lley, 1967) based on hypothetical structures tha t 
have the observed diffraction symmetries, the perturbation by which the infrared intensity was 
introduced also cha nges the density of sta tes in a m aj or way. It does this by means of the long
range electrical forces tha t necessarily accompa ny infrared ac tivity and tha t in a n ordered 
crystal give rise to the longitudinal- transverse splitting of the optic vibra tions. T his can 
readil y be a pprecia ted by considering the perturba tion tha t ta kes the Fd3m ice I c structure 
into the hypo thetical ordered ice Ic structure in space group No. 109, 14 1md, C;v" with two 
molecules in the primitive cell. T wo vibra tions become infra red-active, the A l a nd E, and 
both will be split by the long-ra nge field. Consequently, the cubic and hexagona l structures 
having the hydrogen atoms a t the mid-points of the 0 - 0 bonds a re not the most a ppropria te 
sta rting points for studying the details of the spectra that are caused by the long-ra nge fields. 

An unperturbed structure in which the infra red intensity is present and a lread y causes an 
LO- TO splitting would be a n easier starting point than the P 6 3/mmc and Fd3m structures . 
The simples t suitable structures a re the hypo thetical ordered ice I c in space group 14 ,md and 
the hypothetical ordered ice lh in space group No. 26, Pmc2" C2 V 2 having four m olecules in 
the unit cell. Neither structure is known to exist, bu t two of the ordered cubic ice structures 
oriented anti pa ra ll el to one a no ther and interpenetra ting one a nother form ice VIII (Kamb, 
Ig6g[a] , [b] ) . T he Raman spectrum of ice VIII is known (W ong and Wha lley, 1976[b] ) 
and can be used as a basis for predicting the spectrum of ordered ice l c. T hese principles have 
already been a pplied to the assignment of the O - H stretching vibra tions (Wha lley, 1977). 

2 . I CE Ic 
2. I. Ordered ice l e 

T he struc ture of ordered ice l c in the four-molecule body-centered cell in space group 
No. 109, 14, md, C4 V " is illustra ted in Figure 2. T here are two m olecules in the primitive cell on 
sites of C2V symmetry. T here are three transla tiona l la ttice vibrations belonging to the repre
sentations A I a nd E, and both a re infrared a nd R a man active. They correla te with the F, g 
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translational vibration of the hypothetical structure with centrosymmetric hydrogen bonds. 
The force constant for 0 - 0 stretching vibrations is presumably not greatly dependent on 
which end the hydrogen is at, and so a model of ordered cubic ice with only an 0 - 0 stretch
ing constant should have AI and E vibrations that are equal in frequency. This supposition is 
supported by the corresponding bands of ice VIII, in which the two structures are vibrating 
in the gerade form and are R aman active. They belong to species BIg and E g, and appear to 
have frequencies that are indistinguishably different from one another (Wong and Whalley, 
1976[b] ). The vibrations of the two structures against one another belong to the species BIg 

and E g , and have frequencies differing by only 2.8 cm - I. It seems likely therefore that the 
AI and E translational vibrations of ordered ice Ic will be nearly degenerate. A model (Wong 
and Whalley, 1976[a] ) which suggested that the coupling constants b etween neighboring 
0 - 0 bonds due to the transition moments could cause a splitting of 9 1 cm- I may be too 
crude. 

Fig. 2. Structure of an ordered /orm of ice l e. 

Both the AI and E bands have a longitudinal optic component having a higher frequency, 
and their values are given (Lyddane and others, 1941; Cochran and Cowley 1962) by 

v(arLo) noz 

v(arTo) = nooz ' 

v(eLo) nox naY 

v(eTo) = noox = n ooy' 

where noz and nooz, etc., are the limiting low- and high-frequency refractive indexes for waves 
propagating in the z, etc., directions. If both no and noo were isotropic, each vibration would 
have the same splitting. Experimentally, however, there are bands at 305 and 275 cm-r, 
and these can be explained as La vibrations only if the refractive index is anisotropic. Two 
assignments of the bands are possible, that v(alLO) is at 305 cm-I and v(eLo) is at 275 cm-r, 
and the reverse. 

If v(arLo) is at 305 cm-r, then 
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where 

etc. 

T he change of refractive index across the tra nslational band in ice Ih is 0.347 (Bertie and 
others, 1969) a nd the same value will be assumed for ordered ice Ic because the str uctures and 
spectral shap es (Bertie and Wha lley, 1967) ar e similar. I t follows from this value a nd Equation 
(3) that 

(5) 

T he a nisotropy of noo of ordered ice I c is not known. If it is a ssumed to be zero, Equation 
(5) implies tha t 

noo = 1.41. 

T he high-frequency refractive index of disordered ice Ih, which is obtained by adding the 
contribu tions of the O- H stretching and the rotational vibrations to the optical refractive 
index (Bertie a nd others, 1967) is 1.41, a nd b ecause the densities of disordered ice Ih and Ic 
are the sam e within experimental uncerta inty (Rabideau a nd others, 1968), the optical 
refractive indexes should be the same. T he similarity of noo for ordered ice Ic, calculated from 
the TO- LO splittings a nd assuming the op tical refractive index is isotropic, with that of 
disordered ice Ih strongly supports the assignment of the sp ectrum. It is of course quite 
possible tha t the optical r efractive index of ordered ice l c is anisotropic consistent with 
Equation (5) . 

A simila r treatment of the r everse assignment, that v(a, Lo) = '2 75 cm- I and v(eLo) = 306 
cm- I gives much too sma ll a value of noo, a nd can be rej ected . 

This assignment implies tha t the microwave refractive index of ordered ice Ic is significantly 
a nisotropic, a nd that the integrated intensities of the A I and E ba nds are significantly different. 
T he two vibrations are illustra ted in Figure 3. If only the hydrogen-bond stretching contri
butes to the dipole-moment derivative, and if the change of dipole moment when a bond 
stretches is at a n angle 1> to the crystal axis as shown in Figure 4, then the ratio of integrated 
intensities A is 

A(a,) 
A (e) = '2 cot2 1>. (6) 

According to the Kramers-Kronig integral for the increm ent of r efractive index, 

I J K ~1! = no-1!oo = - - dv, 
'27T2 v2 

band 

E 
Fig. 3. Al and E vibrations oJ ordered iee l e. 
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z 

Fig. 4. Illustration of the angle ", between the crystal axis and olJ. / or. olJ. /or is assumed to lie in the plane of the three oxy gen 
atoms, which are represented b), large circles. 81" is the tetrahedral angle. 

where K is the absorptivity per unit length at wave number 11. If the absorptivities K(a, ) and 
K(e) of the A , and E bands are approximated as delta functions at 229 cm- I, then 

I1nz A (a, ) 
I1nx = A (e) = 1.672 . (8) 

Consequently, from Equations (6) and (8) rp = 48°, and, if the coordination is exactly 
tetrahedral, the dipole-moment-derivative vector makes an angle of 7° to the bond, as is 
illustrated in Figure 4. This can be compared with an angle of 9 ± 5 ° between op./or and 
the CI- H - Cl bond in the low-temperature phase of HCI obtained from a similar analysis 
(Carlson and Friedrich, 197 I). 

2.2. Disordered ice lc 

When ordered ice Ic becomes disordered, the normal vibrations change and the absorp
tion bands broaden, but probably only minor changes will occur in the density of states and 
in the total absorption intensity. Consequently, the LO- TO splitting is expected to persist 
in the disordered phase, perhaps modified somewhat from the crystal , and the assignment of 
the infrared spectrum of disordered ice Ic can be made by analogy with that of ordered ice Ic. 
Hence the 305 cm- ' band is what remains ofll (a,Lo) and the 275 cm- ' band is what remains of 
lI (eLO) of ordered cubic ice when it is disordered. 

3. ICE Ih 

3. I. Ordered ice lh 

There are two ordered ice Ih structures with a four-molecule unit cell, and the more 
symmetrical one is illustrated in Figure 5. It belongs to the space group No. 26, Pmc2" C2V2 and 
the translational vibrations form the representation 3A, + 3A2+ 2B, + 2B2' If the inter
molecular force field contained only one 0 - 0 stretching and one 0 - 0 - 0 bending force 
constant, the frequencies in ice Ih and Ic would be similar. The zone-center frequencies of ice 
Ih would be the same as the zone-center and some of the zone-boundary vibrations of ordered 
ice Ic if the potential with two force constants were used. In Table I the relative intensities of 
C2V2 ice Ih for a simple 0 - 0 bond "tretching model are listed along with the polarizations 
and the correlations of the symmetries with those ofa hypothetical ice Ih having the hydrogen 
atoms midway between the oxygen atoms. The contribution of the translational vibrations 
to the r efractive index was assumed to be the same in the ordered and disordered ice Ih and 
was distributed in proportion to the calculated intensity divided by the frequency squared. 
The calculated frequencies of the LO components of the infrared bands, using these contribu
tions to the refractive index, are listed in Table I. 
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Fig. 5. Structure of an ordered form of ice lit . 

TABLE I. PREDICTED FREQUENCIES AND RELATIVE INTENSITIES OF 

ORDERED ICE Ih 

Vibration symmetry Relative 
D 61.* C,vt veTO) illtellsities v(LO) 

cm- I cm- l 

A ty At 229 0.296 265 
E ty Bt 229 0. 124 242 

B, 229 1.000 3 15 
E ,y A, 220 

AI 220 0.148 223 
BIy BI 164 0.148 179 
Bzu B, 190 
E,u At 65 

A, 65 

* The hypothetical ice Ih having the hydrogen atoms midway 
between the oxygen atoms. 

t The hypothetical ordered ice rh illustrated in Figure 5· 
The transition dipole mom ents o f the At, Bh and B , vibrations are 
parallel to the z, x, and y axes respectively. 

61 

When two bands have a resultant polarization in the same direction, l, theIgeneralized 
Lyddane-Sachs-Teller relation (Cochran and Cowley, 1962) 

V(LO I ) V(LOz) noi 

V(TO I ) V(TOz) = nooi ' 

and the sum rule (Kurosawa, 1961) 

V(LOI)z ~EI+V(LOz)Z ~EZ = n OOZ [v (LO l)z-V(TOI)z+V(LOz)Z-V(TOz)Z], 

where ~€i is the dielectric permittivity increment corresponding to ~ni, were used to obtain 
the LO frequencies V(LOI ) and V(LO z) from the corresponding TO frequencies V(TOI) and 
V(TO z). 

3.2. Disordered ice Ih 

When ice Ih is disordered, as with ice Ic, the La-TO splitting is not expected to change 
greatly. Both the Bz and AI bands have their TO components at 229 cm-I, which is predicted 
to be the strongest band in both ordered and disordered ice Ih. Consequently the 305 cm-I 
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band is assigned to the LO component of the most intense B z band, as modified by the 
disorder, and the 275 cm- I band to the LO component of the AI band. The bands in the 
disordered forms of ice would of course be broader due to increased damping. 

4. SUMMARY 

The infrared and Raman spectra of ice Ih and le arising from translational vibrations in 
the region above 229 cm- I are due to LO vibrations corresponding to TO vibrations a t 
c. 229 cm- I. This has been es tablished by predicting the TO-LO splitting in hypothetical 
ordered phases of both ice Ih a nd l e and predicting the effects of disordering them. 
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DIS C USSIO N 

B. KAMB: Could you expla in the intermolecular force model tha t you used in your calcula tions 
for ice l e, a nd could you expla in the source of the forces (if a n y) that lead to the increase in 
frequency from 225 cm- 1 to a bout 305 cm- 1 tha t occurs in the LO- T O splitting? 

D . D. KL UG : The force field we use contains two short-range valence-force consta nts, one for 
O - H- O bond stretching a nd one for 0 - 0 - 0 bending. T he a ppearance of a bsorption up 
to 305 cm- 1 is due to the hig h effective charges (dipole-mom e n t derivatives) which we know 
a re present from the infra red interaction. T he presence of high intensity a t 229 cm- 1 requires 
tha t this band have a longitudina l op tic component a t 305 cm - 1 as given by the Lyddane
Sachs- T eller relation . 

J. BERTIE: T his is more a comment than a question. I feel that a difficulty is a rising because 
you a re using the terms " LO" a nd "TO " m odes. Your bas is for this is the m acroscopic 
definiti on of LO and TO modes in terms of properties of the dielectric constant. But the 
microscopic understanding of T O and LO modes is based on wave motion with a well-defined 
periodicity, a nd this canno t exist in very disordered solids. You make the point tha t in 
disordered solids one has absorption at a bout the frequencies of the TO and LO m odes of the 
corresponding ordered solids, w hich is an extrem ely interesting result, bu t I do think it will be 
adva ntageous to use an a lterna tive description to that used fo r ordered crystals. 

KL UG: I think that the bes t response is to refer to the litera ture where a deta iled discussion of 
this point is given (Barker, 19 75) . The existen ce of LO- TO splitting is a genera l result for 
solids, liquids, or gases . Perfec t crystals a re no t required and a microscopic description using 
force consta nts a nd effective cha rges is unnecessary to prove the existence of LO and T O 
m odes. A simple physical picture is as follows : A peak in E" in a n y materia l must indicate a 
tra nsverse pola rization wave since this is where there is maximum interaction be tween the 
pola rization wave and the probing fi eld (a lso a transverse wave). Application of the 
Kra mers- Kronig rela tions then yields the LO frequency where E = o. 
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